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Use the charts to help you recall these notes as rapidly as you can - say them out
loud (either solfege or letters).
Read
Rapid Recall
Sor studies, op.60
• Read the notes out loud using either note names (A-B-C) or solfege (Do-Re-Mi). Use charts to help.

Beginner

C

B G etc.

Motion
• Identify and mark in the motion of the melody (step, leap or static).
• Mark in any chordal motion
G-C- E

G-E- C
Step (C)

Intervals:

Leap (D)

B - D-F C - G - E

G-E- C

Static (S) etc.

Intervals can be identified by counting the distance from one note to another. Becoming fluent at reading/
identifying intervals is yet another crucial aspect of the language of music.
Horizontal Intervals
Count the distance from one note to another, from left to right.

Intervals
• Read and label horizontal and vertical intervals.
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Vertical Intervals
Count the distance from one note to another, from bottom to top. The most common vertical intervals are 3rds, 1
6ths, 8ves and 10ths (which will be looked at in more detail later).

Fret
Positions and Fingerings
• Write into your score every position and fingering that you play.

A beautifully done example by Kevin Toller
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frets).
2) Close notes (red): notes that are in close range to each other (i.e. 1-2
frets).
• Mark in pivot notes and close notes into your score. (Green = pivot and red = close)

Practice getting into this mindset by writing in positions and fingerings for
every note. This helps it sink in and become an ingrained habit through
thought, concentration and visualization.
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Agustin Barrios Mangore
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These groups of rhythms are found everywhere in pieces. Can you identify the rhythms in the following examples
with those from above?

Rhythm
Group rhythms
• Identify rhythm groups in the pieces you’re reading. Use the chart as a reference.
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Simplify Rhythms: Compound Rhythm
Because guitar music is often written in multiple parts (or voices), then
combining the rhythm of all parts together can help simplify rhythms.
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These groups of rhythms are found everywhere in pieces. Can you identify the rhythms in the following examples
with those from above?
Say Rhythms
• Practice reading through a piece using the rhythm words (feel free to write them into the score).

ta

tum-ti

ta

ta

tum-ti

ta

ta

tum-ti

ti - ti

ti - ti

ta
ta

ta

tum-ti

ta

tum-ti

Simplify Rhythms: Compound Rhythm
Because guitar music is often written in multiple parts (or voices), then
combining the rhythm of all parts together can help simplify rhythms.
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Here is a method I suggest you use for playing rhythms:
Play the rhythm of a piece on an open string with a metronome:
- Feel free to speak the rhythm at the same time as playing it.
Play
Rhythms
- If there
are multiple voices, play those voices on multiple open strings, OR
•- Play
write out version
the rhythm
of rhythm
a piece on open strings.
Playand/or
the compound
of the

Sor Study 1, op. 60
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Compound Rhythm
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7 Day Sight Read Supercharg
A daily guide for every topic

Day 1: Read, Rapid Recall

Breaking large tasks down into small bite-sized pieces can really help you digest and absorb information.
There is a lot to digest in this book, but with just a 15 minute commitment each day for 1 week, you can start to
supercharge your sight reading.
Read:
Day 1: Read, rapid recall
Day 2: Read, motion
Day 3: Read, intervals
Fret:
Day 4: Fret, positions and fingerings
Day 5: Fret, references
Rhythm:
Day 6: Rhythm, grouping
Day 7: Rhythm, speak and play
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For today, spend 15 minutes to practice reading notes out loud and develop your recall.
You can practice your recall using any materials you like - pieces you have in books or the appendix of pieces
for study (page 32) .
Take advantage of these two resources:
1) The charts (from good old Mertz!) showing notes within, above and below the stave.
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2) Teoria Exercises
Use this website to practice your rapid recall away from the guitar (you could also play the notes on the guitar if
you wanted to).
Go to: Exercises - Reading - Clef Reading
https://www.teoria.com/en/exercises/
This 2 minute video guides you through how you can use this fantastic resource: https://youtu.be/jZNp7YZAkbU

Tasks:
15 minutes: Read through a piece using solfege (do-re-mi) and/or letters (C-D-E
Spend a few minutes each day this week to practice your note recall on Teoria
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Day 2: Read, Motion

Reading individual notes and developing your recall is a great first step in reading music - well done!
The next step is to see how notes connect with each other. This is super important because it helps you predict or
anticipate, giving you a sense of where the music is going next.
For today, spend 15 minutes studying the motion of the music you're reading - how does one note connect
to the next?
Read:
Day 1: Read, rapid recall
Day 2: Read, motion
Day 3: Read, intervals
Fret:
Day 4: Fret, positions and fingerings
Day 5: Fret, references
Rhythm:
Day 6: Rhythm, grouping
Day 7: Rhythm, speak and play
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Remember that there are only 3 ways that one note can move to another:
By step: conjunct motion (C)
By leap: disjunct motion (D)
No movement: static (S)
Melodies usually move mostly by step, so identifying that kind of motion is very useful.
When you see scale motion, you no longer need to 'read' every note. Instead, you can just think "is the next note
going up or down?"

Task Simplified
Let's make your task for today very simple:
Identify scale motion and label it in your score (C for conjunct)!
• Put arrows in to show the direction.
This is an extremely powerful task that you can apply right away to any piece or passage you're reading.

The faster you can see scale motion, the
easier reading will be and the less
thinking you'll need to do!
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Day 3: Read, Intervals
Now that you've had a general look at the motion of music, it's time to dive a bit deeper.
Music is made up of intervals, which is the distance from one note to another.
Becoming fluent with intervals will help develop your reading, but even more it will give you a deeper
understanding of the relationship between notes.
Eventually, you can reach a point where you can predict specifically what note is likely to come next and why.
For today, spend 15 minutes counting the intervals in the music you're reading.
Read:
Day 1: Read, rapid recall
Day 2: Read, motion
Day 3: Read, intervals
Fret:
Day 4: Fret, positions and fingerings
Day 5: Fret, references
Rhythm:
Day 6: Rhythm, grouping
Day 7: Rhythm, speak and play
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An interval is the distance or space between one note to another.
It's comprised of two components:
1) A number (2nd, 3rd, 4th, etc.) that's found by counting the notes.
2) A quality (major, minor, etc.) that's determined by the type of distance used.
For simplicity's sake, you'll only look at the interval's number - don't worry about its quality (major, minor, etc.).

By seeing intervals, you start to understand a much deeper relationship between notes.
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To work out what the interval from one note to another is, simply start from the bottom note and count up to the
next one.
The note you start on is 1, so C to E is a 3rd:
C-D-E
1- 2- 3

Tasks:
15 minutes: Study the vertical and horizontal intervals and label them into the score with
numbers
You can also practice identifying intervals using Teoria:
Go to Intervals - Identi cation

fi
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Day 4: Fret, Positions and Fingerings

It's time to supercharge your reading on guitar by using this simple process.
Write in the position and fingerings for every note in your score.
This is how you want to think when reading any score. If you don't know what position you're in and what
position you're going to, you'll be lost!
Read:
Day 1: Read, rapid recall
Day 2: Read, motion
Day 3: Read, intervals
Fret:
Day 4: Fret, positions and fingerings
Day 5: Fret, references
Rhythm:
Day 6: Rhythm, grouping
Day 7: Rhythm, speak and play
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The fretboard can feel like a vast ocean that's very difficult to navigate.
But you can navigate the fretboard by knowing these two things at all times:
1) What position you're in (defined by what fret your first finger in on).
2) The fingerings you're using in that position.
While this might sound obvious, many guitarists don't actually do it! That means they're reading is left to chance
and any position changes will completely throw you.

Never leave your reading to chance:
By practicing the skill of knowing your positions and fingerings at all times, you'll start to form
the habit of always thinking this way.
Positions and Fingerings are your map and compass for the guitar

!
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Here's a beautiful example by Kevin, who marked in the positions and fingerings for the
first section of Lagrima.

Task: Spend 15 minutes writing in the positions and ngerings into
your score

fi

.
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Day 5: Fret, References

Streamline both your reading and technical efficiency using this one method:
Look for notes that are either close or held down.
While it sounds simple, doing this in a meticulous way can save you lots of time and brainpower!
It's also something you can always do when sight reading- a mode of seeing music that you want to try and inhabit at
all times when reading.
Read:
Day 1: Read, rapid recall
Day 2: Read, motion
Day 3: Read, intervals
Fret:
Day 4: Fret, positions and fingerings
Day 5: Fret, references
Rhythm:
Day 6: Rhythm, grouping
Day 7: Rhythm, speak and play

Repeating notes are like landmarks that we can keep track of.
Landmarks are super important - it's how we navigate when we're walking or driving. Birds do it too, using the
position of the sun and landmarks like buildings to navigate.
On the guitar, reference notes will help make your reading and technique efficient.
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There are two types to think about:
1) Pivot notes (green) are notes you can hold down for an extended period.
2) Close notes (red) are notes that are in close range to each other.

References
The examples below show you the proportion of reference notes. Note how the third example from La
Keep track of notes you’ve already played. There are two main types of references you can use:
Catedral, has a ton of pivot notes. This means that your hand can stay very still for most of the line - a really
handy
thing
to know
when
playing
thedown.
fretboard.
1) Pivot
notes
(green):
notes
that so
youhigh
canon
hold
2) Close notes (red): notes that are in close range to each other (i.e. 1-2 frets).
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Take some time to think about reference notes and mark them in
your score
Task: Use one color for pivot notes and another color for close notes.

.
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Day 6: Rhythm, Grouping
Is reading rhythm something that's held you back from playing a piece you love?
I've got a great story about reading rhythm - maybe you can relate to it.
My nightmare story about reading rhythm:
When I was about 16, I met a flautist who wanted to play a duet. They gave me the guitar part, I took it home and
tried to learn it. I think it was a duet by Carulli.
After days of struggling to read the music, we had our first rehearsal.
Little did I know that this flute player's dad would be watching us and guess what - he was a violinist in the
Melbourne Symphony Orchestra!
We started playing together for about a bar when suddenly I realized that I had no idea how my part fitted together
with the flute. "You have to COUNT!", yelled the flute player's dad right into my ear.
So I tried counting, but it didn't help at all - it probably made things worse!
That was our rehearsal... and we never played together again...
But fast forward many years later and I started playing all sorts of crazy rhythms in many ensembles. Listen to the
video below where my wife and I play 'From the Dreaming' by Australian composer Phillip Houghton.

https://youtu.be/FbtiBfmcM6U
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How did I manage to start reading and learning rhythms?
By using the method outlined here.
Read:
Day 1: Read, rapid recall
Day 2: Read, motion
Day 3: Read, intervals
Fret:
Day 4: Fret, positions and fingerings
Day 5: Fret, references
Rhythm:
Day 6: Rhythm, grouping
Day 7: Rhythm, speak and play

Rhythms can be formed into groups - this is the secret to reading them quickly and effectively!
Once you start to group rhythms, you learn that there aren't that many groups used in music.
In fact, within one piece you'll often find just a handful (or less) of rhythms being used.
How much easier will reading rhythms be when you start to see the groups?!
More than you can imagine.
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Most common rhythm groups
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Not seeing groups vs. seeing groups
Using the charts above helps reveal that there are just 3 different rhythm groups in the example below!

Seeing without rhythm groups

Seeing with rhythm groups
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Task: Identify rhythm groups and label them into your score
Feel free to use different colors for different rhythm groups.

.
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Day 7:Rhythm, speak and play

When you're sight reading a piece, there just isn't time for subdividing every beat.

And when you do subdivide every beat, what tends to happen?

It can confuse you even more!

So today we'll look at how you can start internalizing rhythm without subdividing.

Read:
Day 1: Read, rapid recall
Day 2: Read, motion
Day 3: Read, intervals

Fret:
Day 4: Fret, positions and fingerings
Day 5: Fret, references

Rhythm:
Day 6: Rhythm, grouping
Day 7: Rhythm, speak and play
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Now that you can start to see rhythms as groups, the next step is to say and/or play them.
• When saying them, use the time words written below.
• When playing them, use the open first string as indicated.

Most common rhythm groups
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Composite rhythm
When we say or play rhythms, there can be a dilemma:
What do you do when there are multiple rhythms to play at once?
One great option is to say or play the composite rhythm. This is where you distill the rhythm into its
smallest subdivision.
So if you have a quaver and a minim together, the quaver will be the compound rhythm and the one you'll
speak or play.
This dramatically simplifies the rhythm, as you don't have to take into consideration every nuance - that
is important, but can come later after you're comfortable with reading that piece!

Composite rhythm simplifies what you have to read

Composite Rhythm
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Task: Read through the rhythm of a piece using rhythm words
Write the rhythm words into your score.
Play the rhythm on an open string if you desire.

.
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